We present an extensive assessment of mutation burden through sequencing analysis of >81,000 tumors from pediatric and adult patients, including tumors with hypermutation caused by chemotherapy, carcinogens, or germline alterations. Hypermutation was detected in tumor types not previously associated with high mutation burden. Replication repair deficiency was a major contributing factor. We uncovered new driver mutations in the replicationrepair-associated DNA polymerases and a distinct impact of microsatellite instability and replication repair deficiency on the scale of mutation load. Unbiased clustering, based on mutational context, revealed clinically relevant subgroups regardless of the tumors' tissue of origin, highlighting similarities in evolutionary dynamics leading to hypermutation. Mutagens, such as UV light, were implicated in unexpected cancers, including sarcomas and lung tumors. The order of mutational signatures identified previous treatment and germline replication repair deficiency, which improved management of patients and families. These data will inform tumor classification, genetic testing, and clinical trial design.
INTRODUCTION
Mutations in cancer genes can be inherited, spontaneously arise in premalignant cells, or be acquired over time during tumor evolution (Stratton et al., 2009) . It is often difficult to determine, from the sequencing of the diagnostic specimen alone, which mutations arose first or whether their order is important in driving tumorigenesis and/or enabling therapeutic resistance. The ultimate aggregate mutation count, termed mutation burden, is influenced by the tumor type, but is also affected by mutagenic processes shared across cancer types. All together, these factors contribute to only modest variations in burden; most tumors have a relatively low number of somatic mutations. Yet there is emerging evidence that outliers with much higher mutation burdens (hypermutation) do exist for many cancer types. Systematic retrospective sequencing efforts, such as those by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC), have confirmed frequent hypermutation in melanoma (Akbani et al., 2015) , lung (Govindan et al., 2012) , and bladder cancer (Weinstein et al., 2014) and uncovered rare cases of hypermutation in other cancers. These studies have used different thresholds as there is no agreed on definition of ''hypermutation.'' Larger unbiased cohorts are needed to define cut-offs for hypermutation, not only to understand its frequency across cancer but also to uncover common mutagenic processes associated with hypermutation, whose temporal order is important but usually unknown.
A deeper understanding of the forces and dynamics of hypermutagenesis would be clinically useful. First, there is an urgent need to define driver mutations in cancer genomes. This is especially difficult in hypermutant cancers due to the sheer abundance of passenger variants that can obscure true drivers. Second, understanding early drivers of hypermutation may be useful for predicting the cancer's evolutionary trajectory and accumulation of additional mutations. Finally, hypermutation is correlated with response to immune checkpoint inhibitors, which can lead to durable remissions in some patients (Bouffet et al., 2016; Johanns et al., 2016; Le et al., 2015; Rizvi et al., 2015; Santin et al., 2016; Van Allen et al., 2015) .
Hypermutation can be caused by environmental factors (extrinsic exposures). UV light is the primary cause of the high numbers of mutations in malignant melanoma (Pfeifer et al., 2005; Sage, 1993) . Similarly, the >60 carcinogens in tobacco smoke are the primary cause of hypermutation in tumors in the lung and larynx, as well as other tumors, due to direct mutagen exposure (Pleasance et al., 2010) . Recently, several intrinsic sources of hypermutation have been described. Dysregulation of apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like (APOBEC) family members, has been shown to result in increased levels of C to T transitions in a wide range of cancers (Roberts et al., 2013) . Defective DNA replication repair by mutations that compromise proofreading, performed by the major replicative enzymes Pol3 and Pold1, or DNA mismatch repair, are associated with hypermutation in colorectal, endometrial, and other cancers (Kandoth et al., 2013; Muzny et al., 2012) . DNA replication repair mutations are also found in cancer predisposition syndromes, such as constitutional or biallelic mismatch repair deficiency (CMMRD), Lynch syndrome, and polymerase proofreading-associated polyposis (PPAP). Although data gathered by the International Biallelic Mismatch Repair Deficiency consortium revealed that all malignant CMMRD cancers are hypermutant (Bouffet et al., 2016) , it is not known if the same is true in Lynch syndrome or PPAP. Importantly, replication repair defects can lead to acquired resistance to common genotoxic therapies, such as alkylating agents (van Thuijl et al., 2015) . It would be of utmost importance to utilize tumor sequencing to define the order of mutagen exposure or intrinsic processes leading to hypermutation and predict therapy resistance.
Mutagenic processes leave imprints on the genome in the form of mutations in a specific nucleotide context, forming a unique signature. This is especially true for hypermutant cancers whose vast numbers of non-random mutations form a signature that is deeply engraved on the genome. The first taxonomic classification of signatures unveiled >20 signatures in 30 cancer types (Alexandrov et al., 2013) . These have since been refined and expanded (Morganella et al., 2016; Nik-Zainal et al., 2016) . However, the driving forces of rarer hypermutation-associated signatures, seen in fewer tumors, are mostly unknown.
To address these issues, we examined 78,452 adult and 2,885 childhood cancers for hypermutation. Targeted regions of the genome were deeply sequenced using a validated cancer gene panel (Frampton et al., 2013) . We analyzed the range and frequency of hypermutation between and within cancer types, measured the contribution of intrinsic and extrinsic mutators and used mutation signatures to accurately predict past mutagen exposure. We then performed exome and/or genome sequencing of patients with CMMRD (Shlien et al., 2015) or treatment-induced cancers-whose mutations were acquired in an established order-to model mutation dynamics in the tumors. These data have important implications for our understanding of how germline and acquired mutagenic forces govern tumorigenesis, which have already improved the clinical management of patients with hypermutant cancers and their families.
RESULTS

Hypermutation Is Enriched for Replication Repair Defects in Childhood Cancers
We first wanted to define a minimal threshold for hypermutation, to create a definition that could ultimately be used in a clinical setting. We sequenced a cohort of 35 tumor samples with low, medium, and high number of substitutions by exome, genome, and two separate targeted panel sequencing consisting of 315 and 884 genes covering 1.1 and 3.25 Mb, respectively (Table  S1 ). We achieved excellent concordance in burden between modalities (R 2 = 0.94; Figures S1A and S1B). After carefully considering sequencing depth, the mutations' allele fractions, and the total footprint of each method, we found that every hypermutated cancer (>10 Mut/Mb) was called by all sequencing methods.
Having validated panel-based hypermutation testing, we examined the mutation burden in 2,885 pediatric tumors. Mutation frequency ranged from 0-864 Mut/Mb ( Figure 1A) , with a mean and median of 6.78 Mut/Mb and 2.50 Mut/Mb, respectively. Using segmented linear regression analysis, we calculated 9.91 and 9.0 Mut/Mb as appropriate thresholds for hypermutation in childhood and adult cancers (Figures S1C and S1D; STAR Methods). For consistency, we use 10 Mut/Mb to define hypermutation in both cohorts. We also note that this coincides with the median mutation burden of patients previously reported to respond to checkpoint inhibition (Bouffet et al., 2016; Diaz and Le, 2015; Johanns et al., 2016; Le et al., 2015; Rizvi et al., 2015; Santin et al., 2016; Snyder et al., 2014; Van Allen et al., 2015) .
While childhood cancer genomes are typically thought of as ''quiet,'' we found 160 cases with >10 Mut/Mb (5.5%). Hypermutation was observed in childhood cancer types not typically associated with elevated numbers of mutations, including sarcomas, germ cell tumors, nephroblastomas, and neuroblastomas. Importantly, across the whole cohort, hypermutant cancers were enriched for defects in mismatch repair pathway genes POLE and POLD1, responsible for synthesis of the leading and lagging strand (p % 2.2 3 10 À16 ) ( Figure 1B ). Ultra-hypermutated (>100 Mut/Mb) pediatric tumors were universally replication repair deficient and included only the three tumor types observed in CMMRD: malignant gliomas, colorectal cancers, and leukemias/lymphomas.
Replication Repair Deficiency Drives a Mutator Phenotype in Many Childhood and Adult Cancers
Functioning DNA replication repair is required by actively dividing cells. And replication errors are responsible for twothirds of mutations in cancer (Tomasetti et al., 2017 ). Yet, thus far, replication-repair-deficient hypermutation has been mainly observed in gliomas, gastrointestinal tract cancers, and endometrial cancers. We expanded our analysis of hypermutation to 78,452 adult cancers sequenced on the same panel. Hypermutation and ultra-hypermutation were observed in 17% and 0.6%, respectively, across a wide variety of tissues ( Figures 1C and 1D) . A close examination of these cancers revealed enrichment of replication repair mutations and microsatellite instability in 81 tumor types ( Figure S2A ). These include previously underreported hypermutant prostate, cervical, and neuroendocrine tumors (87, 84, and 278 cancers).
A striking inverse association was observed between microsatellite instability (MSI), a marker of mismatch repair deficiency, and mutation burden. High levels of microsatellite instability (MSI-H) was mostly restricted to tumors in the 10-100 Mut/Mb range, whereas tumors with >100 Mut/Mb were microsatellite stable and enriched for replicative polymerase mutations (Figures 1E and S2B) . Thus, while the loss of mismatch repair ability alone is mutagenic, its combination with the loss of polymerase proofreading (Shlien et al., 2015) , and the resultant total replication repair deficiency, leads to an ultra-hypermutated state with microsatellite stability. These data suggest that tumors with complete replication repair deficiency have elevated mutation burdens, acquired with different temporal dynamics than MSI tumors.
Detection and Validation of Cancer Drivers Using an ''In Vivo Human Mutagenesis Screen'' While clinical sequencing is becoming routine in multiple institutions, accurate classification of variants has remained a challenge (both for germline and for somatic). In most cases, there is no functional assay available to determine if variants are true pathogenic drivers, and thus most are typically classified as ''variants of unknown significance.'' Here, we used hypermutation to catalog driver mutations in the replication repair genes. Determining the pathogenicity of mutations in POLE and POLD1, as it is with many large genes, is a challenge, especially since they can be mutated without functional impact. Indeed, we observed 2,150 and 1,123 distinct variants in POLE and POLD1, including many encoding changes at novel positions (Table S2 ; STAR Methods). As expected, among childhood cancers, most POLE and POLD1 mutations were not associated with hypermutation ( Figure S2C ). We reasoned that we could determine which variants are in fact true drivers by leveraging the large size of this cohort. A mutation was classified as a clear driver if it was found in a hypermutated tumor and not in those with a low burden (STAR Methods). Using this approach, which can be thought of as an ''in vivo human mutagenesis screen,'' we rediscovered every known POLE and POLD1 driver (known to cause hypermutation in human tumors with functional validation) (Albertson et al., 2009; Daee et al., 2010; Kane and Shcherbakova, 2014) . We found 11 new driver mutations that were all consistently associated with hypermutation (7 new drivers in POLE and 4 in POLD1; Table S3 ). This is especially important in POLD1, the lagging strand polymerase, for which driver mutations are less well characterized. R689W was the most frequent driver in POLD1, which has been shown to be a mutator in yeast (Daee et al., 2010) . To our knowledge this is the first series of primary tumors that validates this in humans. Just as importantly, we determined that many mutations are mere passengers, even in tumors with multiple polymerase mutations ( Figure 2A) . POLE R446Q, which was observed in a large group of non-hypermutated cancers, is one such false positive. Confirming our classification as non-pathogenic, we observed that the allelic fraction of the mutation was $0.5, suggesting a germline heterozygous SNP ( Figure S3A ). Furthermore, we also found this variant in the germline of non-affected individuals (>1/2,000 ExAC) (Lek et al., 2016) .
This proved to be a powerful approach for exploring the effects of different missense substitutions in the polymerases on genome-wide mutation burden, both for mutations at the exact same residue and for those located in different protein domains. Remarkably, tumors with exonuclease mutations at highly conserved motifs of POLD1 (ExoI,II,III) were not consistently hypermutant. These variants may be so detrimental to the cell that it requires additional suppressor mutations to reduce the burden (Herr et al., 2011) . In both POLD1 and POLE, driver mutations were uncovered outside the exonuclease domain ( Figure 2B ), suggesting that other domains may be responsible for proofreading. We then used an unbiased approach and looked at all driver POLE mutations to compare the impact of differing missense substitutions at the same residue. For example, we found that POLE V411 is associated with an extremely high mutation burden but only when mutated to leucine (we labeled these residues as ''invariable'' as only a single possible amino acid change was found; Figure 2C ). Residues S461, Y458, and E978 in POLE seem to be insensitive to change, with all amino acid substitutions associated with hypermutation. In contrast, at other residues, the mutation load varied depending on the specific amino acid change. Leucine 424 is one such ''sensitive'' residue; it is associated with a strong mutator phenotype when replaced with a proline or isoleucine, but is associated with lower mutation burden when mutated to a valine or phenylalanine (p = 0.03). To validate this finding, we measured the excision rate constants for wild-type POLE, and the L424V and L424I mutations using a rapid chemical quench-flow apparatus (Zahurancik et al., 2014; STAR Methods). L424I had a 5.7-fold stronger excision effect than L424V, confirming the dramatic difference in mutation burden in the primary tumors ( Figure S3B ). In contrast, every D275 mutation mutates an essential active site residue, which coordinates a metal ion required for catalysis, and yet we see a 10-fold difference in mutation burden (between D275G, D275A, and D275V). The difference between sensitive and insensitive amino acids can be related to the structure of the exonuclease and physical/biochemical interactions with the mismatches in the DNA.
Using this screen to triage functional variants, we mapped the landscape of driver somatic mutation in POLE and POLD1. These observations are key in the precise definition of real drivers in POLE and POLD1 cancers and can solve issues raised by recent sequencing efforts, which uncovered POLE and Table S1 . POLD1 germline variants of unknown significance in children with cancer (Zhang et al., 2016) .
Finally, although most POLE and POLD1 driver mutations were restricted to specific tumor types with no previously apparent signature ( Figure 2D ), driver mutations were also observed in melanoma and lung cancer, both of which are malignancies with well-described extrinsic causes of hypermutation and distinct signatures. These data suggest that hypermutation can arise from a variety of sources in a single tumor histotype.
Novel Sub-clustering of Hypermutant Cancer Based on Substitution Signatures
To study the context and footprints of hypermutation across all cancers, we studied 217,086 mutations in 1,521 hypermutant tumors representing to our knowledge the largest collection of hypermutated cancers to be considered together (Table S4 ; STAR Methods). We classified every mutation, whether coding or not, by its nucleotide context (i.e., bases immediately preceding and following it, forming a trinucleotide). Then, using the proportion of the 96 possible trinucleotides, we performed unsupervised clustering of all 1,521 tumors. Taking the whole map into view, several known clusters emerged, including replication repair dominated tumors (left in Figure 3A ), skin cancers with a distinctive UV-associated signature and two tobacco smoking clusters (right in Figure 3A) .
The non-replication-repair-deficient cancers comprised four distinct clusters (labeled C4 to C8 on the right of Figure 3A ). Viewing the overall landscape of these four clusters, they were roughly divided by already known mutagenic signatures (Alexandrov et al., 2013) : tobacco smoke (C4 and C8), alkylating agents (C5), UV light (C6), and the APOBEC cytidine deamination signature (C7). These four mutagens ''anchor'' their clusters, which contain the expected cancer types (e.g., C6 has a strong core of UV-associated skin cancers). However, our results revealed that the major mutagens act more broadly than previously thought and that the canonical mutagen-tumor-type relationships do not always hold or are not exclusive. Thus, using an unsupervised approach on a broad range of cancers, we saw surprising similarity in signatures between different cancer types, pointing to broadly shared driving forces. These unexpected results can impact the management of patients with hypermutant cancer.
Lung cancer is one such example ( Figure 3C ). Of the most abundantly mutated lung cancers examined here (STAR Methods), only 40% harbor the signature for tobacco smoke. We find that 35% of hypermutated lung tumors have a high proportion of the UV signature (>40% contribution) and 5% have evidence for alkylating agent-associated mutations (n = 100). Furthermore, the UV-light-associated signature was almost exclusively observed in the squamous cell carcinoma subtype ( Figures S4A-S4C ). This observation was previously reported for three hypermutant lung squamous cell carcinomas . Either these are all misdiagnosed skin cancers with metastasis to the lung, as has previously been suggested, or perhaps, when hypermutated they form a distinct group based on a nucleotide context that reflects their cell of origin.
Sarcomas -tumors not previously associated with hypermutation-also clustered in an unexpected way. Hypermutated sarcomas were primarily in cluster C6-a large proportion of cases (70%) had high levels of UV-associated mutations ( Figure 3C ). We validated this finding using available TCGA sarcoma data (exomes; Figure S4D ), confirming that most hypermutated sarcomas bear the imprint of sun exposure. Cluster C6 is enriched for soft tissue angiosarcomas, which usually present on the face and scalp (Dossett et al., 2015) , and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor, which can also arise subcutaneously. Consistent with this, the pathology records of TCGA sarcomas cancers with high UV-associated mutations were mostly superficial tumors. Thus, through this analysis, we have shown that UV light is associated with mutagenesis of mesenchymal cells, not just skin epithelia and that these sarcomas may result from sun exposure.
Alkylating agents, such as temozolomide, are known mutagens that leave a specific imprint on the genome. One of our clusters, C5, is dominated by brain cancers with overwhelming contribution of alkylating-associated mutations (average 72%). Unexpectedly, we observed similar signatures in skin cancers (14% of the top-most mutated skin cancers in this cohort), lung cancers, pancreatic cancers and leiomyosarcomas (Figure 3C ). Hypermutation should therefore be considered in any relapsed cancers treated with alkylators, regardless of its cell of origin and cancers with such signatures are inherently resistant to alkylators and should be treated with different chemotherapeutic regimens.
Strikingly, within the replication repair associated tumors, one sees at least three sharply delineated sub-clusters (C1, C2 and C3 in Figure 3B ). The largest group, C2 (n = 523), is characterized by high microsatellite instability in a wide range of cancers (43 tumor types with >2 examples each). The middle-sized cluster, C3, which includes colorectal, uterine, and seven other tumor types, is made up of cancers that are almost completely microsatellite stable and POLE mutated (see Figure 1) . The last DNA replication (B) Landscape of drivers (top) and passengers (bottom) in POLE and POLD1. Green circles, previously known drivers; yellow circles, novel drivers, first described here. (C) Codons in POLE with driver mutations, indicating whether they are sensitive to amino acid changes. Invariable codons are those at which only one amino acid change was detected. Insensitive codons are those in which the mutation burden was high, regardless of amino acid change. Sensitive codons are those in which certain amino acid changes would abrogate the mutator effect. Green, yellow, and red bars represent strong, moderate, and weak mutation burden phenotypes, respectively. (D) All tumors harboring POLE and POLD1 mutations by tumor type. Green, POLE driver; yellow, POLD1 driver; and gray, passenger mutation. See also Figure S3 and Tables S2 and S3. repair cluster, C1, includes many microsatellite stable brain cancers with mutated POLE. C1 is unique since it harbors a higher mutation burden (380.8 versus 277.5 Mut/Mb for C3 (p = 0.017) and 80.4 Mut/Mb for C2 (p = 8.9E-5) and includes many children. Taken together, these results expand the spectrum of cancers associated with DNA replication repair and define three new subgroups-based on trinucleotide mutation context alone-with dramatic differences in microsatellite stability, polymerase deficiency, and age.
Novel Sub-clustering Identifies Tumors with Significant Differences in Evolutionary Dynamics and Survival
We then explored differences in evolutionary dynamics of each cluster to understand how mutational burden changed over time and if this was associated with survival. We observed three prominent models of mutation accumulation in hypermutant cancer ( Figure 4A ).
In the first model, one sees a slow and steady accumulation of mutations. In these cancers, which include clusters associated with smoking, UV light, or MMR, hypermutation is reached over an extended period. The second model of mutation accumulation was found only in POLE-driven cancers (C3). Cluster 3 tumors featured a mid-burst of mutations, presumably after the polymerase mutation was acquired, followed by a stable rise in mutation burden genome-wide ( Figures 4A and 4B ). Of note, in the third model of evolution, one sees a late and explosive burst of mutations. This unique pattern is a result of either secondary polymerase mutations on the background of an early mutation burst due to germline MMR-deficiency (C1) or treatmentinduced replication repair deficiency (C5).
The replication repair-associated clusters (C1, C2, and C3), whose modes of evolution were different from one another (Figure 4B) , were also associated with dramatic differences in patient survival ( Figure 4C ). Of note, these included multiple See also Figure S4 and Table S4 .
tumor types, suggesting that the survival differences are independent of the cancer's histotype and are instead determined by its mutagen exposure.
Mutational Signatures Mark the History of Cancer Development
These data suggested that the signatures of hypermutation vary depending on the order of mutagen exposure. For example, the trinucleotide pattern of C1 resembles those of gliomas in CMMRD (Shlien et al., 2015) and would suggest that these patients do in fact also harbor germline MMR mutations. If true, the overall trinucleotide composition of C1 represents an early constitutional MMR defect, followed by acquired secondary POLE, whereas tumors in C3 have acquired POLE followed by MMR. To test this directly, we sequenced a cohort for which the temporal order of mutation was known ( Figure 5 ) from the international bMMRD consortium (Table S5 ). This included (1) cancers with germline MMR mutations plus either POLE, POLD1 mutations, or neither, as secondary event; (2) cancers arising in carriers of germline POLE mutations; and (3) gliomas whose hypermutation was due to temozolomide treatment. We matched the nucleotide context of variants found in these childhood cancers, whose mutation order are known, to the clusters (Figure 3 ), which were derived from an unannotated cohort of mostly adult cancers. We did this using the average 96-trinucleotide mutational profile of each group. Indeed, germline MMRD with secondary polymerase mutations matched cluster C1 whereas the cancers from patients with germline MMRD, such as Lynch syndrome or CMMRD without secondary polymerase deficiency matched cluster C2 ( Figures 5A and B ). C3 matched tumors from patients with germline POLE mutations. The difference between C2 and C3 suggests that MMR deficiency emerges early in the former and late in the latter. This provides an explanation for the unexpected microsatellite stable phenotype observed in the POLE ultra-hypermutant, mismatch-repair-deficient tumors seen here ( Figures 1D and  3B) , and in other reports (Muzny et al., 2012; Kandoth et al., 2013) . In microsatellite stable tumors (C3), ultra-hypermutation is driven by an early polymerase proofreading defect, whereas mismatch repair, leading to microsatellite instability, appears later.
Next, we wanted to determine how the context of mutations changes over the course of each tumor's evolution. Using the established signature labels (Alexandrov et al., 2013) , we ascribed potential causes to several signatures whose etiology is not well established. In cases with MMR and secondary POLD1, we observed an enrichment of signature 20. This was especially true for POLD1 L606M, a hotspot mutation in motif A of the polymerase domain. The mutation signature of POLD1 has not been previously described. Furthermore, signatures 14 and 15 were observed in all CMMRD (early) ultra-hypermutant cancers, with much higher contribution than all other signatures.
We confirmed that ''signature 10'' is associated with POLE exonuclease mutation. As expected, signature 10 was high in those tumors in which POLE mutated early, from cluster C3 (e.g., germline POLE), and low in the late POLE tumors, seen in C1.
It was clear that many hypermutant tumors present with a mix of signatures due to differing mutational histories. To separate Table S5. out early and late signatures, we performed subclonal analysis (STAR Methods). First, signature 10, which is associated with POLE mutations, was high in those tumors in which POLE mutated early, cluster C3 (e.g., germline POLE, Figure 5B , second line, and Figure 5C ) and low in the late POLE tumors, cluster C1 ( Figure 5B , first line, and Figure 5D ). Similarly, high-depth sequencing enabled us to detect subclones in multiple other cancers. For example, we observed late-arising polymerase deficiency in a lung cancer, on the background of smoking-associated mutations ( Figure 5E ), and the late emergence of the treatment-associated alkylating agent signature in a skin cancer that is otherwise dominated by the UV light signature ( Figure 5F ).
Tumor Mutational Signatures Impact the Management of Inherited Replication Repair Deficiency Patients
Finally, we tested whether somatic mutation burden combined with signatures-determined by tumor-only panel sequencingcould reveal a germline cancer predisposition syndrome. We performed signature analysis on all ultra-hypermutant pediatric cancers, incorporating clinical genetic information where available. As expected, all pediatric ultra-hypermutant cancers harbored mutations in MMR and/or DNA polymerases. Strikingly, a strong replication repair signature was observed in all tumors from patients with confirmed genetic diagnosis of germline MMR or POLE mutations ( Figure S5A ). The only pediatric glioma without this signature had the alkylator signature (suggesting that the hypermutation was treatment induced, as seen in adults). Three tumors exhibited a small but significant alkylator signature. These were later found to be recurrent gliomas from CMMRD children whose treatment included temozolomide. In all cases, the initial biopsy did not reveal the alkylator signature, which confirms the ability of mutational signatures to determine the natural history of cancer. These observations were also observed in hypermutant tumors with a lower burden ( Figure S5B ). Having verified the clinical utility of tumor-only sequencingcombined with mutation burden and this novel classification system-we contacted physicians whose patients' tumors were ultra-hypermutant (by the panel, Figure 6A ). Our clinical workflow used the tumor's mutational burden (Figure 1) , the correct classification of drivers (Figure 2) , together with the identification of early signatures that could be traced to the germline (Figure 4 ). Using this combined signal, we determined which patients were at risk for a germline replication repair deficiency. Of 15 individuals for whom our analysis suggested an early replication repair defect, all were found to harbor germline mutation in one of the corresponding genes (100%) ( Figure 6B) . Importantly, these patients and family members were put on a surveillance protocol for early tumor detection (Tabori et al., 2017) , and for 9 in 15 patients, treatment was changed to immune checkpoint inhibitors, which we have previously shown can result in a clinically significant response (Bouffet et al., 2016) .
DISCUSSION
Through these analyses a comprehensive landscape of hypermutation across cancer emerged, revealing novel drivers and subgroups whose etiology and timing will be of immediate clinical relevance to patients and their families. By following the mutational imprints left in the cancer genome, one can uncover early (germline) and late (treatment-related) drivers and processes.
We found hypermutation in $1 in 20 childhood and 1 in 6 adult cancers. Of these, we found enrichment for replication repair deficiency and continuous long-term exposure to genotoxic agents, which can pinpoint tumors for immune checkpoint inhibition. However, for recurrent tumors, the treatment itself may be the primary cause of hypermutation. Exposure to chemotherapies such as alkylators or thiopurines can lead to replication repair (Nguyen et al., 2014; Swann et al., 1996) . These recurrent hypermutant cancers will be resistant to chemotherapy and other agents, due to an accelerated evolution rate and subsequently an increased ability to inactivate genes that are required for cytotoxicity (Swann et al., 1996) . Therefore, defining mutational load, thresholds, and signatures could be used to avoid unnecessary treatment, and the use of targeted or immunebased treatments (Topalian et al., 2016) .
Given the new-found prevalence of replication repair deficiency related hypermutation across tumor types, correctly identifying drivers has become extremely important. Our method for separating the drivers from the many passengers-the in vivo human mutagenesis screen-is a robust way of measuring functional consequence of putative mutators (more so than conservation analysis or impact predictors). This more than doubled the number of POLE and POLD1 driver mutations. Just as importantly, it identified residues for which only certain amino acid changes were pathogenic. In addition, other sites were always spared from mutation, likely due to their importance to the cell. Mutations in POLE and POLD1 have only recently been described (Esteban-Jurado et al., 2017; Shinbrot et al., 2014) , thus our method will be useful for the proper clinical classification. Further research and clinical follow-up are required to fully understand why some mutations in the exonuclease domain have weak mutagenic effects, yet occasionally mutations in the polymerase domain can be associated with hypermutation and putative loss of proofreading ability. Importantly, a similar approach may lead to novel insights and clinical applications in other DNA repair genes, especially for those with a unique signature (Scarpa et al., 2017) .
Considering the size of the genome, many of the somatic mutations in hypermutant cancers will likely have no functional consequence. Despite the high amount of noise, the ''information content'' and ability to infer tumor evolution from the passengers in a hypermutant tumor may be superior to that of a non-hypermutated cancer. As seen here, these passengers (i.e., the ''noise''), considered together, bear the imprint of specific signatures that can differentiate clinically relevant subgroups (Figure 3) .
These signatures also helped to untangle remaining questions about the biological processes at work in hypermutant cancers. For example, why are POLE replication repair ultra-hypermutant cancers microsatellite stable? These data suggest that such tumors (i.e., C1 and C3) maintain microsatellite stability because their mismatch repair proficiency is lost late (C3), or it is lost when there is insufficient time to accumulate high numbers of insertions or deletions, which are a feature of mismatch-repairdriven cancers of adulthood (C2). Moreover, the signatures uncovered new tumor types whose primary mutagen was UV light. These cancers, such as squamous cell carcinomas of the lung may have originated from metastastic skin cancers, or from other epithelioid stem cells that harbor the signature. Importantly, different mechanisms of carcinogenesis may produce similar patterns.
We can now study the differing routes tumors took to reach hypermutation. These have clear survival implications and can help to tailor therapy, both with respect to which drugs to take but also which to avoid. Patients whose cancers display an early burst of hypermutation, such as those that are POLE-driven, have improved survival. Perhaps this is because their tumors reached a threshold of mutational burden early and are then less efficient and more responsive to therapy (Figure 4) . In contrast, late-arising signatures of hypermutation often mark aggressive cancers or late-acquired resistance to chemotherapies ( Figure 4 ). We appreciate that in rare cases where the relative abundance of signatures are equal, there may be ambiguity in determination of chronological order.
Finally, in replication repair deficiency, one can use these signatures to trace the drivers to the germline. The cancer genome becomes a powerful new diagnostic aid for underlying germline susceptibility. For instance, if a young patient is found to have a hypermutant tumor with a signature similar to C1 (Figure 3) , their family should be offered genetic counseling and testing for CMMRD, an underdiagnosed syndrome without clear warning signs (Amayiri et al., 2016; Durno et al., 2015) . This is important to ensure surveillance and treatment options are appropriately customized.
In summary, the analysis of tumor samples from 81,337 children and adults revealed novel subgroups. These form a new taxonomic tree of hypermutant cancers defined by the type and order of their exposure to mutagens. Within the branches of this tree, tumors are organized by their shared evolutionary history, which are marked by select true driver mutations and new signatures. In some patients, these can be traced back to the germline. Knowledge of a hypermutant tumor's past yields information that can be acted on in the present day, as an aid in diagnosis, a predictor of prognosis, or as an instrument for determining rational therapeutic approaches.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: http://www.sickkids.ca/MMRD/index.html. Following Institutional Research Ethics Board approval, all data were centralized in the Division of Haematology/Oncology at The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids). Consent forms were obtained from the parents or guardians, or from the patients, where applicable. Family history, demographic and clinical data were obtained from the responsible physician and/or genetic counselor at the corresponding centers. Tumor and blood samples were collected from the SickKids tumor bank. Detailed information on the SickKids Cancer Sequencing Program, KiCS, is available at https://www.kicsprogram.com. The diagnosis of a replication repair deficiency-related cancer predisposition syndrome was made when a germline biallelic mutation in any of the four MMR genes (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2 ) or a driver mutation in POLE, was confirmed by sequencing in a clinically approved laboratory. The sequencing of temozolomide-treated tumors was previously described (van Thuijl et al., 2015) .
METHOD DETAILS
FoundationOne panel sequencing FoundationOne Panel sequencing was performed for 81,337 tumors as previously described (Frampton et al., 2013) . In brief, exonic hybridization capture of 315 cancer-related genes was applied to a minimum of 50 ng of DNA extracted from formalin-fixed paraffinembedded clinical cancer specimens. Pathologic diagnosis of each case was confirmed by review of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained slides and samples were excluded if found to contain < 20% tumor cells. Libraries were sequenced to high uniform median coverage (> 500x) and assessed for base substitutions, copy number alterations, and gene fusions/rearrangements. For the purposes of the findings described in this study pediatric was defined as < 25 years of age.
Exome sequencing
High-throughput sequencing, read mapping and identification of mutations was performed at the Center for Applied Genomics at the Hospital for Sick Children, as previously described (Shlien et al., 2015) . Briefly, tumor and matched blood derived DNA were run using Agilent's exome enrichment kit (Sure Select V4/V5; with > 50% of baits above 25x coverage), on an Illumina HiSeq2500. Base calls and intensities from the Illumina HiSeq 2500 were processed into FASTQ files using CASAVA and/or HAS. The paired-end FASTQ files were aligned to UCSC's hg19 GRCh37 with BWA. Aligned reads were realigned for known insertion/deletion events using SRMA and/or GATK. Base quality scores were recalibrated using the Genome Analysis Toolkit26 (v1.1-28). Somatic substitutions were identified using MuTect (v1.1.4). Mutations were then filtered against common single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) found in dbSNP (v132), the 1000 Genomes Project (Feb 2012), a 69-sample Complete Genomics dataset, and the Exome Sequencing Project (v6500) and the ExAc database.
Whole genome sequencing Whole genome sequencing was performed at The Centre for Applied Genomics on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 or Illumina HiseqX at mean coverage > = 30. Read alignment and variant calling/filtering were performed as described above for exome sequencing.
KiCS panel sequencing
The SickKids Cancer Sequencing (KiCS) gene panel utilizes the Agilent Sure Select capture kit technology, targeting 15,000 exons across 880 genes. Enriched libraries were prepared from both tumor DNA and matched normal (blood or skin) and sequenced on Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencers running in rapid mode producing paired end 100 base reads. Reads were aligned with BWA-MEM according to GATK best practices with coverage metrics meeting greater than 700x mean coverage, with > = 98.5% of bases above 50x, > = 95% of bases above 200x coverage, and > = 75% of bases above 500x coverage. Substitution mutations were called using MuTect, with variants called above 50x coverage in tumor and normal. We achieved > 95% sensitivity and specificity for variants above 5% allele frequency.
Clinical genetic information collection for ultra-hypermutant pediatric cancers Patients with FoundationOne panel results and who were concurrently enrolled in the International Biallelic Mismatch Repair Deficiency Consortium underwent germline sequencing services in accordance with the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) program standards, following a rigorous consent process and genetic counselling consultation. Clinical diagnoses of a replication repair deficiency associated syndrome were made based on the presence of inherited predicted pathogenic mutations in MMR and polymerase genes. Physicians involved in patient care were notified of the diagnosis.
POLE exonuclease excision rate assay Excision rate constants were measured as described (Zahurancik et al., 2014) . Briefly, a pre-incubated solution of Pol e (100 nM) and 5 0 -32 P-labeled DNA substrate (20 nM) was rapidly mixed with Mg 2+ (8 mM) in reaction buffer at 37 C. After various incubation times, the reaction was quenched with the addition of EDTA. The excision rate constants for Polε wild-type and L424V were measured using a rapid chemical quench-flow apparatus. Product concentration was plotted versus time and fit to a single-exponential equation, [product] = Aexp(-k exo t), to yield the excision rate constant, k exo .
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Determination of hypermutation threshold
To determine a threshold of hypermutation in human cancer, a segmented linear regression analysis or ''broken-stick analysis'' was performed on the mutation burdens from the pediatric (n = 2,885) and adult (n = 78,452) FoundationOne panel cohorts. Briefly, using the R package Segmented, an iterative process was used to determine segment breakpoints at which a statistically significant change in the slope of adjacent regression lines occurred (Muggeo, 2003) . For the pediatric cohort, the first such breakpoint at which a statistically significant change occurred, accompanied by a visually observed uptick in the slope of the regression line, was at 9.91 mut/Mb. For the adult cohort, a corresponding change occurred at 9 mut/Mb. This threshold was rounded up to 10 mut/Mb to account for statistical uncertainty and for the purposes of simplicity.
Microsatellite instability analysis
To determine MSI status, 114 intronic homopolymer repeat loci with adequate coverage on the FoundationOne panel are analyzed for length variability and compiled into an overall MSI score via principal components analysis (PCA). Among the 1,897 microsatellites, the 114 that maximized variability between samples were chosen. Each chosen locus was intronic and had hg19 reference repeat length of 10-20bp. This range of repeat lengths was selected such that the microsatellites are long enough to produce a high rate of DNA polymerase slippage, while short enough such that they are well within the 49bp read length of NGS to facilitate alignment to the human reference genome. A detailed description can be found at Chalmers et al., (2017) .
Detection of POLE and POLD1 driver mutations To identify polymerase mutations associated with hypermutation we built a model based on the following criteria: 1) Tumors harboring the variant must be hypermutant at a conservative cut-off of 50 mutations/mb. This number was selected since most POLE mutant tumors typically exceed 100 mut/mb (Shinbrot et al., 2014) ; 2) Variants found in hypermutant tumors must not co-occur with an existing known driver mutations in the same tumor; 3) Variants that were found both in hypermutant and lowly mutated tumors (< 10 mut/mb) were excluded. The burden of these samples is shown in Figure S1E ; and 4) Variants must occur in a minimum of 2 hypermutant tumors. Variant allele fraction and tumor purity were also considered, as previously described (Frampton et al., 2013) .
Unsupervised clustering and signature analysis A cohort of hypermutant samples was selected for hierarchal clustering and signature analysis by the following criteria.
Exclusion for all:
Subclonal analysis
Tumor subclones (early and late) were determined using the R package SciClone (Miller et al., 2014) Variant allele fraction and percentage of alternate reads were used to determine the order of mutational events. Mutations with variant allele fraction greater than 0.45 were excluded from analysis to filter out germline mutations and somatic mutations in regions of copy number gain. For the determination of early and late mutations, clusters were limited to 6. Subclonal mutational signatures were then determined using deconstructSigs as described above (Rosenthal et al., 2016) .
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Whole genome and/or whole exome sequencing data for tumors from patients with germline replication repair deficiency have been deposited in the European Genome Phenome Archive under study accession number EGAS00001001112.
